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Getting to the Florida Public Health Risk Assessment Tool (FPHRAT) 

Getting to the FPHRAT is fairly simple. All you have to do is open up your internet browser and 

enter the following website URL: https://flphrat.com 

  

After that, you should see the following screen. 
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Logging In 

Your login information is the email address and password created for your county, or the ones 

that you request. 

Each County Health Department has been assigned two accounts and corresponding login 

information:  

• Data-input account (default)  

• Read-only account 

 

The data-input account is only used to enter data for the Capabilities Assessment and the 

Resources Assessment worksheets. The read-only account allows you to see the information 

for your own county and for other jurisdictions, and to create queries. 

 

Click on the login button in the top right-hand corner to login to the website. 

You should then see the following page.  
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Now just enter your login information. 

 

 

Click on the “Log in” button to log into the website. 

In order to protect the integrity of the database, you will be automatically logged out after 2 

hours of inactivity. 
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You should now see the page below with a welcome statement at the top right-hand corner 

welcoming you to the tool. 
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Using the FPHRAT 

To get started, click on the “Get Started” link shown at the bottom left hand corner of the screen. 

 

Clicking the “Get Started” link should bring you to the page below. In this page you will select 

the jurisdiction you would like to work on or edit.  

Click on the “Select one” drop down and choose the jurisdiction you would like to work on. 

You should see the page below. Now click on the “Next: CDC Capabilities Assessment” button 

to move forward. 
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Capability Function Assessment Worksheet 

You should now see the page below. In this section, you will assess and report on the 

capabilities of the selected jurisdiction in regard to each of the specified functions.  

 

 

 

 

Assessment Counter 

Capability Category 

Capability Function Table 
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This section has 61 functions in 15 capability categories that need to be assessed for the 

jurisdiction. Until all 61 have been assessed, the tool will not allow you to move forward to the 

next worksheet. You can determine how many of the 61 functions have been assessed by 

looking at the assessment counter.  

It is possible to display or collapse all, one or several capabilities using the “Expand all” or 

“Collapse all” buttons or the symbols (+) or (-). 

 

Each capability is denoted by a number and its title. There you will also find a description of the 

capability. Under each capability category you will find a table that lists the functions, a 

description of the function, and the function’s assessment represented by a dropdown. To 

assess the function, click on the drop down and select the appropriate value.  Once functions 

are assessed, it is indicated by a change of color in the table, the word “No” in “Capability 

Assessed” column disappears as well as the message near the capability title-“*Section 

Incomplete”. The capabilities can be assessed in any order. 

Note: The Capability Function Assessment may be preset to “No Ability/Capacity” and it 

must be updated by each jurisdiction.  In version 3.0 new (or modified capabilities) are 

automatically scored with a value of 1 and must be reviewed by each jurisdiction. 
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As you can see below, selecting a value has changed the function’s highlighted color from a 

reddish hue to blue indicating it has been assessed. You will also find that the capability function 

assessment score has been updated to a numeric value. This will be used by the tool later on in 

the summary data.  

 

Continue assessing all the functions for this capability category. 
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After assessing the capability functions for the first capability category, your screen should look 

similar to the page below. 

 

  

You should see underneath the first capability category the list of the other 14 capability 

categories as shown in the picture above. They are currently collapsed, hiding their content. In 

order to expand the first capability category for assessment, click on the branch symbol which 

will change the symbol from (+) to (-).  

 

Branch 

Collapsed Capability Categories 
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You should now see the second capability expanded, as the first is completed allowing you to 

continue assessing each of the 61 functions. 

 

Continue through the page, expanding each capability category, and assess all functions listed. 

Feel free to collapse any category that you are not currently working on. 
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As you come to completion with your assessments, you will get to the bottom of the screen 

where you will find two buttons, “Save and Continue to Edit” and “Next: Resources Worksheet”. 

As you can see, the “Next: Resources Worksheet” button is disabled. This is because all 

functions have not yet been assessed. Once the last function is assessed, the “Next: Resources 

Worksheet” will be enabled. 
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As you can see below, after the last assessment, the “Next: Resources Worksheet” button is 

now enabled. 

 

 

At any point and time during the assessment you can click the “Save and Continue to Edit” 

button to save your work so far. Until this button is selected, your work has not been saved. 

Please click on the “Save and Continue Edit” button.  
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After clicking on the button, your work is saved, and the page will refresh bringing you back to 

the top of the page. At this point, you can scroll down and assess any functions or modify any 

assessments before moving on. 

 

The “Risk Assessment Explanation” is a document describing all the components of the Risk 

Assessment including the Capability Hazard Component. The link to the document is on the 

Capability Assessment page. See the picture above. 

The Capability Hazard Component 

displays the sum of the Relative 

Intensity and Average Function 

Involvement.  Learn more by 

reading the: Risk Assessment 

Explanation 
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At the bottom of the Capability Assessment page, there is a link to the Capability Hazard 

Component, which is an application that displays the capabilities’ functions associated with each 

specific hazard.  

 

 

Now that all functions have been assessed, let’s move on to the next step. 

 

Click on the “Next: Resources Worksheet” button. 
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Resources Assessment Worksheet 

This worksheet is used to report on a jurisdictional level of access to required resources for 

each of the 38 hazards reported on by this tool. 

 

 

Just as in the Capability Function Assessment, until all 38 hazards have been assessed, the 

tool will not allow you to continue. You will also find a hazard-assessment counter that lets you 

know how close you are to completion. On this page, you will find a scrollable window that 

contains a table listing 38 hazards, their definitions, the Resource Assessment and Resource 

Assessment Scores. Click on the first “Select One” dropdown for the first hazard and choose the 

appropriate assessment.  

 

As you can see, by assessing the hazard, the record changed from a reddish hue to white to 

indicate the hazard’s resource has been assessed and the Hazard Assessment Counter has 

Hazard Assessment Counter 
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increased by 1 and the word “No” in the Resource Assessed column will disappear to indicate 

its completion. 

 

 

Now do the same for all 38 hazards, making sure to scroll down so you don’t miss any of the 

listed hazards. 

 

Note: The Needed Resources Access may be preset to “Partially in Place: 0-25%” and it 

must be updated by each jurisdiction.  
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As with the Capability Assessment, you have two buttons on the page: “Save and Continue to 

Edit” and “Next: Risk Assessment”. As you can see, the “Next: Risk Assessment” button is 

disabled because all hazards have not yet been assessed. Once the last hazard is assessed, 

the “Next: Resources Worksheet” will be enabled. 
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As you can see below, after the last assessment, the “Next: Risk Assessment” button is now 

enabled. 

 

 

 

At any point and time during the assessment, you can click the “Save and Continue to Edit” 

button to save your work so far. Until this button is selected, your work has not been saved. 

Please click on the “Save and Continue Edit” button. 
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After clicking on the button, your work is saved and the page will refresh, bringing you back to 

the top of the page. At this point, you can scroll down and assess any hazards or modify any 

resource assessments you need to make before moving on. 

 

Now that all functions have been assessed, let’s move on to the next step. 

 

 

Click on the “Next: Risk Assessment” button. 
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Risk Assessment 

Below is the Risk Assessment page. This page takes the assessments previously made and 

provides an assessment of the risks for a particular jurisdiction with regard to the specified 

hazards. This is a non-editable view of your data that can be sorted, in descending or ascending 

order, by clicking on any of the column headings. 

 

 

                        Scroll to the bottom of the page. 

Column headings 
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At the bottom of the page, you will find the “View Charts and Outputs” button. This will take you 

to the next section that provides charts for the data collected.  

 

Click on “Next: View Charts and Outputs” 
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Charts and Outputs 

Here you will find three charts on the data collected: the Hazard Risk Indices, Capabilities Gap 

Analysis, and the Resource Gap Charts.  
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Hazard Risk Indices 

 

The “Download Chart” button, allows you to download the chart as a JPG file. 
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Capabilities Gap Analysis 
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Resource Gap 
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Scroll to the bottom of the screen. At the bottom of the page, you will find a “Download All as 

PDF” button. This button will allow you to either open or save all three charts as a PDF. 

Click on “Download All as PDF”. 

After clicking on “Download All as PDF” a dialog box will appear. The appearance of the dialog 

box may vary when different internet browsers are used. The example below displays a dialog 

box from Mozilla Firefox. 
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Saving Charts 

To save the PDF, click on the “Save” button, and then indicate where you would like the file 

saved and click on the “Save” button.  

 

 

Open Charts 

 

To open the charts as a PDF file, click on “Download All as PDF”. The following dialog box 

should open. Now select the “Open” button (the pictures below show the dialog box as it 

appears in the Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer browsers). 
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The PDF should then open in a separate window to be viewed. 
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Main Menu  

The Main Menu provides quick links to different areas of the tool, excluding management 

sections that are only accessible by admin users. At times, a particular link may require to select 

a jurisdiction first and will first bring you to the “Select Jurisdiction” page before continuing to a 

particular page. 
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Informational Section 

This section contains informational materials for the user.  

FPHRAT User’s Guide 

The user’s guide for the tool (this document) describes each component of the tool and how to 

work through the process of building a public health risk assessment. 

FPHRAT Administrative Data Guide 

Guide for administrators on how to update state level and administrator only datasets. 

FPHRAT Version 3.1 Release Notes 

Notes on important updates to FPHRAT between previous version and current version. 

Risk Assessment Explanation 

This document describes the concepts and equations utilized to estimate the risk assessment 

and its measures for each county and hazard.  

Hazard Information 

The Hazard Information is a downloadable spreadsheet that contains information regarding 38 

hazards with public health significance in Florida. The information in the table includes the 

Hazard Definition, Hazard Category, and the Source of the data utilized in the tool.  

Social Vulnerability Publication 

The Social Vulnerability to Environmental Hazards is an article published by members of the 

Hazards and Vulnerability Research Institute (HVRI). It describes the factors affecting a 

jurisdiction’s social vulnerability and the methodology used to estimate it and provides evidence 

and scientific support for the tool.  

Community Resilience Publication 

Disaster Resilience Indicators for Benchmarking Baseline Conditions (Cutter et al. 2010), an 
article published by members of the HVRI, and it describes the role that community resilience 
plays on mitigating consequences of disasters, and the methodology to determine a 
community’s resilience. 

Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources (CIKR) Taxonomy 

Each of the critical infrastructure assets used in the critical infrastructure portion of the tool are 
defined and discussed in the CIKR taxonomy.  

Medical Vulnerability Publication 

Morath’s (2010) Master’s thesis, completed through a collaboration with the Florida Department 
of Health’s Bureau of Preparedness and Response, provides the baseline medical vulnerability 
index structure utilized in the FPHRAT. 
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Low Probability Events 

An explanation of selected low probability events is provided to contextualize the risks from 

these event types across the state. 

Entered by Jurisdiction Section 

Select Jurisdiction 

This application of the tool allows users to select the jurisdiction to enter or edit information.   

Capability Assessment Worksheet 

The Main Menu allows selecting the Capability Assessment Worksheet in addition to the Get 

Started button at the home page. 

Resources Worksheet 

The Main Menu allows selecting the Resources Worksheet in addition to the Get Started button 

at the home page. 

 

Finished Product Based on All Inputs 

Charts and Outputs 

This feature is described previously in this document. Users can access it from the Main Menu 

or from the button at the bottom of the Risk Assessment page.  

Mapping Tool 

The mapping tool allows you to quickly visualize FPHRAT data for every county in the state.  

From this page users can download or print map images for reports and presentations. 

Risk Assessment 

From the Main Menu, users can access the Risk Assessment table created after completing the 

Capability Assessment and Resources worksheets. 

State Risk Assessment 

From the Main Menu, users can access the State Risk Assessment table created based on the 

information from the local risk assessments.  

Reports (county, regional and state) 

The Aggregated Reports application allows users to see and export customized reports at the 

county, multicounty, regional, and state level.  
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Reports and Data Interpretation 

The Reports application allows users to customize queries at the county, multicounty, regional, 

and state levels. The application is found in the section of the Main Menu called Finished 

Product based on All Inputs. Aggregated reports may take longer to download because the 

information is calculated on demand.  

The data displayed in the pictures and reports is for educational purposes only. The Aggregated 

Reports are: 

Capability Assessment Aggregated  

Description: Display of the aggregated values of the capability assessment worksheet for 
selected counties as an average, where average or mean average is the sum of data divided by 
the number of items in the data. It also displays the maximum and minimum values for a specific 
selection.  

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state. 

State Integration: Not Integrated.   

Data: County (Selecting only one county will not generate a chart and the values will be similar 

to the non-aggregated Capability Assessment), region (aggregated data for one or more 

regions) and state (aggregated data for all counties).  

Display / Downloads: This application displays a chart and a table. The chart is downloadable 

as a JPG file, and the table as a CSV file. 

 

Interpretation:  

Average measure of 

how well each 

capability is 

assessed by each 

county by group of 

counties.  The higher 

numbers reflect 

higher assessed 

capability.  
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Capability Assessment Risk Weighted  

Description: Display of the aggregated values of the capability assessment for selected 
counties accounting for their applicability (used or not used) for a specific hazard type.  Here, 
because each capability function has a different relationship (or involvement) with the 38 
hazards, the risk weighted capability accounts for all hazards and all RIE scores.  An example 
(below) shows that Community Preparedness has four (4) functions that are not always 
engaged for each hazard.  Here, in relation to air quality threats, only three (3) of the four 
capabilities are engaged.  The RIE is static but different for each hazard type and is determined 
by the system administrator. 

 

Aggregation Levels: County. This data is not aggregated. 

State Integration: Not Integrated.    

Data: One, multiple or all counties. 

Display / Downloads: This application displays a chart and a table. The chart is downloadable 

as a JPG file, and the table as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: Higher Capability Assessment Risk Weighted values reflect a county’s (or 

aggregate) capability readiness across all hazards.  In the example below, Alachua County has 

higher risk weighted capability assessment scores for all capabilities compared to Baker county. 
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Capability Gap 

Description: Display of the gap between a “capability goal” and a “capability assessment”.  This 

report does not aggregate data. The reference for the capability goal is the maximum score 

attainable; the “capability goal” is expressed as the Hazard Risk Weighted Capability Goal, and 

the “capability assessment” as the Hazard Risk Weighted Capability Assessment, both values 

are mathematically calculated.  

Aggregation Levels: County. 

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state capabilities.   

Data: One, multiple or all counties.  

Display / Downloads: CSV file. 

Interpretation: Gap between how a capability is performed and the maximum level of 

performance. The gap takes into account the capability scores, assigned by a jurisdiction, in a 

complex mathematical equation.    

The largest gap is represented by the highest value.  In the example, the community 

preparedness capability in Hillsborough County has the highest gap: 679.53. 
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Capability Gap Aggregated 

Description: This report aggregates the capability gap data for selected jurisdictions and 

calculates a unique value for all, expressed as average, where average or mean average is the 

sum of data divided by the number of items in the data. It also displays the maximum and 

minimum values for a specific selection.  

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state. 

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state capabilities.   

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a chart downloadable as a JPG file, and a report exportable 

as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: Average of the gap values between the current capability’s performance and the 

maximum level of performance attainable.  The largest gap is represented by the highest value.  

In the example below, the community preparedness capability has the highest gap average at 

the state level: 467.84.  
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Capability Hazard Component 

Description: It is a non-aggregated report. This report provides information for each county 

summarizing the relationship between the capability functions and their relationship or 

involvement with the 38 hazards, the capability’s Relative Intensity of Engagement (RIE) score, 

the Community Preparedness Capability Hazard Component, and the Average of the Capability 

Assessment Score assigned by the jurisdiction.    

Aggregation Levels: County. 

State Integration: Not Integrated.    

Data: One, multiple or all counties (non-aggregated).   

Display / Downloads: Generates a report exportable as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: Capability functions are assigned a value of 1 if they are directly related to 

preparedness and response for each specific hazard, and a value of 0 if the functions are not 

involved in the response to a specific hazard. 

Preparedness Relative Intensity of Engagement (RIE): has a value of 0-4 for each capability 

and hazard. It measures the public health relevance of a capability to a hazard response. The 

scores are: 0 (very limited intensity level of this public health preparedness capability 

engagement for this hazard), 1 (low intensity level), 2 (moderate intensity level), 3 (high intensity 

level), and 4 (extreme intensity level). 

Community Preparedness Capability Hazard Component: it is the sum of the RIE and Average 

Function Involvement. For example, in Hernando County, the Community Preparedness Hazard 

Component for Air Quality is 4 + (1+1+0+1/4) = 4 + 0.75 = 4.75. 

Capability Assessment: is the average of the scores assigned to the functions of each 

capability. 
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Capability Score Aggregated  

Description: Display of the aggregated values of the capability score for selected counties as 
an average, where average or mean average is the sum of data divided by the number of items 
in the data. It also displays the maximum and minimum values for a specific selection.  

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state. 

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 
produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 
score(s) accounting for additional state capabilities.    

Data: County (Selecting only one county will not generate a chart and the values will be similar 

to the non-aggregated Capability Assessment), region (aggregated data for one or more 

regions) and state (aggregated data for all counties).  

Display / Downloads: This application displays a chart and a table. The chart is downloadable 

as a JPG file, and 

the table as a CSV 

file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation:  Average measure of how well each capability is performed by a selected group 

of counties.  The higher numbers reflect higher performance. Outputs will vary based on user 

selection of integration  level – A choice of “County Only” under state integration will provide 

county specific scores and a choice of “County and State Integration” will result in scores 

accounting for state support effectively “plussing up” the score. 
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Capability Score Worksheet 

Description: Display of the scores assigned by jurisdictions to the capability functions. This 

report does not aggregate data. The picture below depicts scores preset to the minimum value: 

1. No ability / capacity. Jurisdictions will assess each capability function and assign a true score.  

Aggregation Levels: County. 

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state capabilities.    

Data: One, multiple, or all counties.  

Display / Downloads: CSV file. 

Interpretation: Scores from the assessment of each 

capability function. Data is displayed on a table.  

Jurisdictions will be able to use the information for 

further analysis and comparison, for example, creating 

a multicounty or state average of the scores.  The data 

in the Capability Assessment worksheet is not the 

same as the data produced by the Capability 

Assessment report.  Outputs will vary based on user 

selection of integration  level – A choice of “County 

Only” under state integration will provide county 

specific scores and a choice of “County and State 

Integration” will result in scores accounting for state 

support effectively “plussing up” the score. 
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CIKR Counts 

Description: The values in this report represent the count of critical infrastructure and key 

resources (CIKR) for the selected county of interest. 

Aggregation Levels: County 

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state CIKR assets.  

Data:  One, multiple, or all counties.  

Display / Downloads: Generates an exportable CSV file. 
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CIKR Counts Aggregated 

Description: The values in this report represent the count of critical infrastructure and key 

resources (CIKR) for multiple counties, region or state are aggregated as an average. Also, the 

maximum and minimum values are calculated.  

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state.  

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a chart downloadable as a JPG file, and a report exportable 

as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: The aggregated CIKR data indicate the status of each county’s CIKR resources.  

Higher numbers indicate more CIKR assets. 
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CIKR Score 

Description: The values in this report represent the critical infrastructure and key resources 

(CIKR) score for each hazard type based on the importance and existence of each 

infrastructure component in the area of interest.   

Aggregation Levels: County.    

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state CIKR assets. 

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple, or all counties.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV file. 

 

Interpretation: Higher values indicate that the combination of utility and existence of all CIKR 

assets within the county has a relatively higher utility for one hazard than another.  In the 
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example below, CIKR is more important in mitigating extreme cold events than in Air Quality 

disasters in Alachua county, but nearly equally important in mitigating effects from the same 

type of event in Baker county.  Outputs will vary based on user selection of integration  level – A 

choice of “County Only” under state integration will provide county specific scores and a choice 

of “County and State Integration” will result in scores accounting for state support effectively 

“plussing up” the score. 
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CIKR Score Aggregated 

Description: The values in this report represent the critical infrastructure and key resources 

(CIKR) score for multiple counties, region or state aggregated as an average. Also, the 

maximum and minimum values are calculated.  

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state.  

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a chart downloadable as a JPG file, and a report exportable 

as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: The aggregated CIKR scores indicate the status of each county’s CIKR 

resources and utility for each hazard type.  Higher scores indicate either more CIKR assets or a 

higher utility for a lower number of assets in a given area. 
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Hazard Risk Index 

Description: It is a value (score) of the overall risk for each county hazard. This score is a 

component of the Risk Assessment matrix. It is different from the Residual Risk Index which 

includes mitigation factors.  This score is calculated as follows:  

 Health Impact) 

 

 

 

Aggregation Levels: County   

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple, or all counties.  

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV file. 

 

Interpretation: Hazard Risk is the 

likelihood of a given hazard of a given 

level causing a particular level of loss or 

damage. The hazard risk index is a 

complex value that takes into account the 

hazard probability for a given county, the 

social vulnerability of the county, and the 

combined scores from the public health 

impact, healthcare impact, and behavioral 

health impact at a state level. The index’s 

scores range from 1 - 225, where 225 

represents the highest possible risk. 

 

Probability × Social Vulnerability × 

CIKR × (Public Health + Healthcare 

Impact + Behavioral Health Impact) 
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Hazard Risk Index Aggregated 

Description: Hazard Risk indexes for multiple counties, region or state are aggregated as an 

average. Also, the maximum and minimum values are calculated.  

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state.  

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

   Display / Downloads: Generates a chart downloadable as a JPG file, and a report exportable 

as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: The aggregated indexes represent the likelihood that a given hazard will cause 

a certain level of loss or damage in the selected jurisdictions. The aggregated index scores can 

range from 1-225, where 225 represents the highest risk average. 
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Incomplete Capability Assessment 

Description: The values in this report identify counties that have yet to complete portions of 

their capability assessment. 

Aggregation Levels: County.  

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple, or all counties.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV file. 

 

Incomplete Resource Assessment 

Description: The values in this report identify counties that have yet to complete portions of 

their resource assessment. 

Aggregation Levels: County.  

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple, or all counties.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV file. 
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Mitigation Index 

Description: The values in this report represent hazard mitigation index score (Capability Index 

Score + Resources Index Score + Community Resilience Score + Critical Infrastructure and Key 

Resources Score for each county hazard combination. 

Aggregation Levels: County.   

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state mitigation (resources, capabilities, CIKR) support. 

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple, or all counties.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV file. 

 

Interpretation: The mitigation Index score is the quantitative sum of all elements reducing 

overall risk to a county.  Higher mitigation scores will result in lower residual risk scores on a 

hazard by hazard basis.  Outputs will vary based on user selection of integration  level – A 

choice of “County Only” under state integration will provide county specific scores and a choice 

of “County and State Integration” will result in scores accounting for state support effectively 

“plussing up” the score. 
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Mitigation Index Aggregated 

Description: The values in this report represent hazard mitigation index score (Capability Index 

Score + Resources Index Score + Community Resilience Score + Critical Infrastructure and Key 

Resources Score for each county hazard combination.  Here, mitigation scores for multiple 

counties, region or state are aggregated as an average. Also, the maximum and minimum 

values are calculated. 

Aggregation Levels: County, Region, State  

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state mitigation (resources, capabilities, CIKR) support. 

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV file. 

 

Interpretation: The mitigation Indexscore is the quantitative sum of all elements reducing 

overall risk to a county.  Higher mitigation scores will result in lower residual risk scores on a 

hazard by hazard basis.  Outputs will vary based on user selection of integration  level – A 

choice of “County Only” under state integration will provide county specific scores and a choice 

of “County and State Integration” will result in scores accounting for state support effectively 

“plussing up” the score. 
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Probability 

Description: The values in this report represent hazard probability scores for counties. 

Aggregation Levels: County. 

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple, or all counties.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV  file. 

Interpretation: Hazard probability is a quantitative description of the likely occurrence 
of a particular event represented by the percent chance something will occur. This is 
also known as likelihood of occurrence. It is important for all users to understand not all 
events lend themselves to frequencies (e.g. terrorism) so subject matter experts used 
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proxies. For example, subject matter experts identified other types of funding that were 
provided for different threat assessments, and that information was used to determine 
the likelihood of occurrence. Frequency scores can be modified by the jurisdiction, with 
documentation to support these changes. Frequencies were normalized to the scale (1-
Low to 4-High) where hazards with either zero or the lowest historical frequency were 
scored 1 because no hazard has an absolute zero chance of occurrence. 
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Probability Aggregated 

Description: The values in this report represent average hazard probability scores for selected 

jurisdictions. This report also provides the maximum and minimum values. 

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state. 

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a chart downloadable as a JPG file, and a report exportable 

as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: Hazard probability is a quantitative description of the likely occurrence of a 

particular event represented by the percent chance something will occur. This is also known as 

likelihood of occurrence. It is important for all users to understand not all events lend 

themselves to frequencies (e.g. terrorism) so subject matter experts used proxies. For example, 

subject matter experts identified other types of funding that were provided for different threat 

assessments, and that information was used to determine the likelihood of occurrence. 
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Frequency scores can be modified by the jurisdiction, with documentation to support these 

changes. Frequencies were converted to the Likert scale (0-5) below.   

Hazards with a real probability of 0 (zero) based on historical events are scaled to 1-4 because 

a real score of 0 (zero) will cause errors in the subsequent equations. 

Residual Risk  

Description: The values in this report represent the residual (remaining) risk after accounting 

for all capabilities, resources, resilience, and CIKR.   

Aggregation Levels: County.    

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state mitigation (resources, capabilities, CIKR) support. 

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple, or all counties.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV file. 

Interpretation: Higher scores indicate that even after accounting for resources and capabilities, 

said jurisdiction still has elevated risk from “x” hazard event 

Residual risk scores incorporate both pre-populated information and information provided by 

jurisdictions. The residual risk score incorporated the mitigation factors present in jurisdictions 

and is represented by the CDC PHP Capabilities Assessment and resources scores. 

Residual Risk = (Hazard Probability * Severity of Consequences) / Mitigation 

Severity of Consequences  
Severity of consequences factors the hazard vulnerability and impact on health, 
both pre-populated elements of the FPHRAT.  
 
Severity of Consequences = Hazard Vulnerability × Impact on Health 

 
Mitigation  
Mitigation is the sum of three elements: Capability to Respond, Available 

Resources, Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources, and Community 

Resilience. Theoretically, the score can range from 4 to 16.  
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Mitigation = Capability Preparedness Index + Available Resources + CIKR + 

Community Resilience 
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Residual Risk Aggregated 

Description: The values in this report represent the average residual (remaining) risk after 

accounting for all capabilities, resources, resilience, and CIKR for selected jurisdictions. This 

report also provides the maximum and minimum values.  

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state.  

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state mitigation (resources, capabilities, CIKR) support. 

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a chart downloadable as a JPG file, and a report exportable 

as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: Higher scores indicate that even after accounting for resources and capabilities, 

said jurisdiction still has elevated risk from “x” hazard event.  Outputs will vary based on user 

selection of integration  level – A choice of “County Only” under state integration will provide 

county specific scores and a choice of “County and State Integration” will result in scores 

accounting for state integrated mitigation potentially decreasing a county’s score. 
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Resource Gap (resource readiness gap) 

Description: The values in this report represent the relationship between each hazard’s risk 

index and the resources needed to address the hazard (represented by the resource 

assessment score).   

Aggregation Levels: County.  

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state resources. 

Data: Displays nonaggregated data for one, multiple, or all counties.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV file. 

Interpretation: In addition to the resources 

available, the resource gap represents the 

resources needed to counteract a hazard’s 

risk. In order to calculate the resource gap, it 

is necessary to look at the resource 

assessment in relation to the hazard’s risk 

(this relationship is called Resource score in 

proportion of hazard risk index). Subsequently, 

the resource gap is calculated subtracting the 

hazard risk index minus the “Resource Score 

in Proportion of Hazard Risk Index”. Outputs 

will vary based on user selection of integration  

level – A choice of “County Only” under state 

integration will provide county specific scores 

and a choice of “County and State Integration” 

will result in scores accounting for state 

integrated resources potentially increasing a 

county’s resources index score. 
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Resource Gap Aggregated 

Description: Average of the resource score in proportion of the hazard risk index for the 

selected jurisdictions. This report also provides the maximum and minimum values. 

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state. 

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state resources. 

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a chart downloadable as a JPG file, and a report exportable 

as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: Average value of the resource assessment in relation to the hazard’s risk (this 

relationship is called Resource Score in Proportion of Hazard Risk Index). Outputs will vary 

based on user selection of integration  level – A choice of “County Only” under state integration 
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will provide county specific scores and a choice of “County and State Integration” will result in 

scores accounting for state integrated resources potentially decreasing a county’s resource gap. 

Resources Assessment Worksheet 

Description: This report displays the scores entered into the Resources Worksheet. Each 

jurisdiction assigned a “Needed Resource Score” to each of the 38 hazards. This data is not 

aggregated but allows displaying data to compare counties.  

Aggregation Levels: County. 

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state resources.  

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple or all counties.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a CSV file. 

Interpretation: Assessment of the status of the 

resources needed to respond to each hazard. The 

scores are as follows: Mostly in place: 76%-100% of 

needed resources accessible (4 points), Substantially 

in place: 51%-75% of needed resources accessible (3 

points), Partially in place: 25%-50% of needed 

resources accessible (2 points), and Less than 

partially in place: less than 25% of needed resources 

accessible (1 point).  Outputs will vary based on user 

selection of integration  level – A choice of “County 

Only” under state integration will provide county specific 

scores and a choice of “County and State Integration” 

will result in scores accounting for state support 

effectively “plussing up” the score. 
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Resources Assessment Worksheet Aggregated 

Description: Average of the Resources Worksheet scores entered in the worksheet for a 

selected group of jurisdictions.  

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state.    

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state resources. 

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a chart downloadable as a JPG file, and a report exportable 

as a CSV file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation:  Average value of the Needed Resource Scores entered in the Resources 

Worksheet by jurisdictions. In this report, the values are interpreted as the Average Resource 

Status Assessment. Outputs will vary based on user selection of integration  level – A choice of 
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“County Only” under state integration will provide county specific scores and a choice of “County 

and State Integration” will result in scores accounting for state support effectively “plussing up” 

the score. 
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Risk Assessment 

Description: Displays the Risk Assessment Matrix.  

Aggregation Levels: County or State 

State Integration: County Only or County and State Integration.  County only selection will 

produce results only for the county(ies) selected.  County and State Integration will show county 

score(s) accounting for additional state mitigation (resources, capabilities, CIKR) support. 

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple or all counties or the state.   

Display / Downloads: Matrix is downloadable as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: Each component of the Risk Assessment Matrix is described in the Risk 

Assessment Explanation available on the FPHRAT Main Menu.  
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SoVI MedVI Community Resilience 

Description: Displays the Social Vulnerability Index (SoVI®) score, Medical Vulnerability Index 

(MedVI) score, and Baseline Resilience Indicators (BRIC) score for selected county.  

Aggregation Levels: County. 

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Data: Displays non-aggregated data for one, multiple or all counties.   

Display / Downloads: Matrix is downloadable as a CSV file. 

Interpretation: SoVI, MedVI, and BRIC scores.  
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SoVI BRIC MEDVI Aggregated 

Description: Displays the average, minimum, and maximum social Vulnerability Index (SoVI®) 

score, Medical Vulnerability Index (MedVI) score, and Baseline Resilience Indicators (BRIC) 

score for selected county or for a selected group of jurisdictions.  

Aggregation Levels: County, region, and state. 

State Integration: Not Integrated. 

Data: Aggregates data for multiple counties, one or more regions, and state.   

Display / Downloads: Generates a chart downloadable as a JPG file, and a report exportable 

as a CSV file. 

 

Interpretation:  Average value of the SoVI, MedVI, and BRIC Scores by jurisdictions.  
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FPHRAT Data Section 

The data section provides access to all the underlying data utilized in creating the Florida Public 

Health Risk Assessment Tool. 

SoVI, MedVI, BRIC, County Population Data 

Scores for social vulnerability, medical vulnerability, resilience, and population information for 

each county. 

CIKR Count Data 

All critical infrastructure and key resource counts for each county. 

CIKR Weight Data 

Weight data for critical infrastructure and key resources showing the importance of each asset 

in relation to each hazard and county population type (low, medium, high, extreme). 

Public Health, Behavioral Health, Healthcare Impacts 

Aggregated survey data for public health, behavioral health, and healthcare impacts from 

disasters. 

Raw Public Health Impact Survey Data 

Raw public health impact survey data. 

Raw Healthcare Impact Survey Data 

Raw healthcare impact survey data. 

Raw Behavioral Health Impact Survey Data 

Raw behavioral health impact survey data. 

Raw Emergency Management Impact Survey Data 

Raw emergency management impact survey data. 

Hazard Probability Data 

All hazard probability data used in FPHRAT. 

Capability Hazard Component 

All capability hazard component function engagement in relation to hazard types. 


